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BOLD indicates cross-curricular learning

PS

Preschool

Pre-Kindergarten

K

Kindergarten

1st

First Grade

2nd

Second Grade

Third Grade

4th
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5th
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6th

7th

Sixth Grade

ART PK

ART K

ART 1

ART 2

ART 3

ART 4

ART 5

ART 6

° Use various tools and techniques to create artistic pieces

° Construct tessellations and other designs through the use of
shapes

° Explore elements of art and its application

° Use objects to create abstract images

° Apply the creative process of character construction

° Manipulate pictures and text to communicate ideas or concepts

° Use multiple media to enhance written and visual communication

° Learn art history of the West African Diaspora in the U.S. and incorporate techniques in ceramic creations

° Apply knowledge of primary colors and the use of line

° Expand understanding of color theory and the use of a limited color palette

° Combine color, line and emotion in art

° Explore fusion in the creation of dynamic designs in independent pieces

° Recognize the importance of color and light in observational painting

° Explore representations of myth in different cultures and historic
periods

° Appreciate and incorporate light and color techniques in landscape painting

° Explore primary and secondary, warm and cool colors

° Create three-dimensional artwork

° Recognize the impact of environment on ancient and modern art

° Learn balance, proportion and arrangement within a frame

° Recognize the influence of cultural and religious beliefs on art

° Explore and create e-presentations of everyday life through art

° Explore how innovations in design influences American architecture

° Recognize that repetition of images and symmetry in art are
created through a variety of techniques

° Recognize the impact of culture on art through famous artists of
different cultures and time periods

° Explore the influence of music on art through famous artists from
different cultures and time periods

° Recognize the impact of personal, cultural and environmental
factors in visual expression and communication

° Integrate proportion as an important principle of design

° Recognize the influence of science and culture on art

° Recognize the influence of foreign cultural elements in creative expression

° Create different viewpoints using abstraction

° Compare and contrast works by specific artists

° Recognize well-known artists from different cultures and time
periods

° Incorporate the representation of space and perspective in artistic pieces

° Use alternative painting techniques based on optical color mixing to
create art

° Observe movement, emotion and detail in illustrations from children’s books

° Explore how music, culture, and artistic works influenced
multimedia

° Learn about the creation of mass-produced artwork and how it
has influenced different cultures
° Learn collaborative skills in creative art projects

° Appreciate the use of art for ceremonial purposes

° Compare and contrast the use of weaving techniques and materials

° Interact with media through various painting techniques and styles

° Explore abstract expressionism, surrealism and pointillism

° Explore light and movement in observational artwork

° Explore artwork as a commercial medium

° Create mixed-media work

° Explore and interpret European and Latin American art

° Recognize the environmental influence on artists

° Create abstract art

° Integrate various techniques of perspective

° Create pieces by modeling artifacts from other cultures

° Create a functional and decorative product using clay construction
techniques

° Explore techniques and application of various sculptural materials

° Create artistic representations using design software

° Incorporate one-and two-point perspective in realistic drawings

° Understand representation of space in architectural drawings

° Build awareness of various world-renowned artists from different
cultures and time periods
° Recognize that illustrations in children’s books are art
° Investigate works of art

° Create multi-media 3D artwork

drama

3rd

ART PS
° Explore texture and collage

art

PK

8th

Seventh Grade

Eighth Grade

ART 8

ART 7

° Demonstrate self-expression through self-portraits

° Value art as interpretation of everyday objects

° Incorporate design and expression within functional art

° Experience art in a museum setting

° Recognize art as a material culture

° Appreciate books as art

° Appreciate new art genres

° Integrate proportion and shading in portrait drawing
° Appreciate the representation of myth and everyday life in ancient Pompeian, Greek and Cypriot art
° Demonstrate self-expression through sculptural design

° Explore the interpretations and experiences of public art
° Identify mechanical and organic forms in sculpture
° Explore anatomical proportions and the human figure

° Learn the evolution of perspectives in art history

° Explore careers in art

° Create using stop motion animation and iPads

DRAMA PS

DRAMA PK

DRAMA K

DRAMA 1

DRAMA 2

DRAMA 3

DRAMA 4

DRAMA 5

DRAMA 6

DRAMA 7

DRAMA 8

° Explore musical movement

° Learn vocal and physical warm-up activities

° Apply vocal and physical warm-up activities as part of class routine

° Extend vocal and physical warm-up activities with advanced techniques

° Use movement to express unique objects, emotions and characters

° Apply vocal techniques in communication

° Analyze how ideas and emotions are expressed in theatre

° Demonstrate effective communication techniques in presentations

° Apply advanced communication techniques in presentations

° Analyze and use physical tools to enhance communication

° Identify contributions of classical culture and drama to modern theatre

° Learn dramatic presentation skills

° Participate in exercises that develop imagination and expression

° Explore pantomime

° Use voice as a tool in characterization

° Integrate character development techniques in dramatic presentations

° Explore situational improvisation

° Develop improvisational responses to prompts

° Demonstrate integration of actor’s craft and theatrical staging in performance and dramatic production

° Compare classic and contemporary acting techniques

° Recognize and appreciate the social commentary in drama

° Explore dramatic enactment of folk tales and nursery rhymes

° Explore movement within space, both real and imagined

° Create movement within space, both real and imagined

° Explore the use of shared theatrical spaces

° Explore scene work

° Create dramatic pieces based upon story elements

° Communicate and interpret ideas through participation in a dramatic production

° Learn drama terms and staging vocabulary

° Integrate clear description of objects, environment and characters

° Reflect on characters relative to personal experience

° Collaborate in the process of story dramatization

° Understand design and technical aspects of theatre

° Analyze scripts for sub-textual references, technical requirements and character development for application in
theatrical production

° Present dramatic interpretation to an audience

° Learn elements of dramatic storytelling

° Learn the discipline of theatrical process

° Explore body language in characterization

° Dramatize scripted scenes

° Recognize drama is an evolving process

° Recognize sound as a dramatic tool

° Appreciate the influence of culture and playwrights on the history
of theatre

° Learn and integrate technical aspects of theatre in dramatic production

° Learn basic dramatic terms

° Participate in dramatization based on imagination, history and
literature

° Incorporate improvisation techniques, creative expression and
interpretation in dramatic presentations

° Understand purposes and contributions of dramatic criticism

° Distinguish dramatic observation and evaluation from opinion

° Develop a dramatic character through script analysis

° Explore dramatic criticism

° Present to an audience with individual and group roles

° Perform demonstrating actor’s discipline

° Appreciate how historical periods are illuminated through drama

° Present stories to an audience with support of a storyteller

° Recognize cultural traditions of music and dance

° Reflect on cultural, social, religious and economic values in drama

° Recognize the conceptual foundations of playwrights

° Perform for an audience as an individual and in a group

° Participate in dramatic observation and evaluation of dramatic techniques

° Recognize transitions in musical theatre leading to the development of the modern American musical

° Recognize the roles of rituals and storytelling in the development of
modern drama

° Recognize playwrights and their influences

° Participate in a musical production incorporating technical, stagecraft and performance skills

° Perform piece demonstrating actor’s discipline

° Understand the history and interpretation of notable artists and their works

mathematics

language arts

steam

spanish

° Learn about and perform in a musical theatre production

SPANISH PS

SPANISH PK

SPANISH K

SPANISH 1

SPANISH 2

SPANISH 3

SPANISH 4

SPANISH 5

SPANISH 6

SPANISH 7

SPANISH 8

° Build awareness of many oral languages

° Explore cultural activities and foods

° Build awareness of countries that speak the target language

° Identify that language is a facet of community

° Extend vocabulary to include common foods and family members

° Extend vocabulary to include personal clothing

° Develop vocabulary to incorporate use of adjectives

° Extend vocabulary to include personal opinion

° Comprehend classroom commands

° Interact with the instructor using classroom vocabulary and responses to classroom commands

° Learn strategies for fluent written expression of ideas and opinions

° Hear and try to use the target language while learning about cultural
activities

° Respond orally to cues in target language

° Explore oral use of vocabulary in simple sentences

° Extend vocabulary to include phrases for asking and answering questions

° Recognize sentences as the synthesis of structure and vocabulary

° Understand verb conjugations

° Conjugate regular and irregular verbs

°	Communicate with peers in target language, following scripted conversations with vocabulary variables

° Communicate with teacher and peers in target language in impromptu conversations

° Communicate fluently with teacher and peers in the target language

° Use social greetings in target language during class

° Engage in immersion of the target language

° Develop language recognition through total physical response

° Explore geography of lands using the target language

° Recognize listening and writing as essential components of language
acquisition

° Independently form sentences to express ideas in target language

°	Use an online dictionary effectively

° Use an online conjugation tool effectively

°	Cultivate advanced dictionary skills instrumental in translating “chunks” of meaning and idiomatic expressions

° Respond to social greetings in the target language

° Demonstrate and extend vocabulary to express emotions

° Learn to express personal opinion and observations in target language

° Recognize and pronounce written words

° Understand and write simple sentences in the target language

° Explore and participate in cultural celebrations

° Research areas of world that use the target language

° Acquire and use expressions or phrases from the target language
through repeated exposure

° Master vocabulary terms and phrases including personal contexts

° Master vocabulary terms and phrases, including: transportation, directions, going out and computers

° Review and expand study of vocabulary topics: professional contexts, technology, work, shopping and transportation

° Explore vocabulary within a personal relationship

° Explore vocabulary related to learning materials and daily
routines

° Demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary development through games and
activities

° Understand cognates

° Practice independent use of target language through technology based
games and activities

° Practice pronunciation through dialogues with peers and teachers during
class and beyond

° Develop language comprehension and fluency through on-line listening
activities

° Explore differences in dialect in target language when spoken by native
speakers

°	Comprehend the conjugation of regular and irregular verbs in the present tense

° Comprehend reflexive verbs, negative and affirmative statements, preterite verb use and progressive tense verbs

° Explore time vocabulary

° Extend use of time vocabulary and explore weather vocabulary

° Retain vocabulary and extend language usage through classroom
immersion in the target language

° Retain vocabulary and extend language usage through classroom
immersion in the target language

° Contribute to the immersion experience by using the target
language in response to questions and during discussion

° Analyze and compare cultural practices, products and perspectives of Puerto Rico and Argentina

°	Explore a wide range of grammar patterns, including: distinguishing between past, present, future and conditional verb tenses,
making comparisons and incorporating pronouns into speech

° Follow oral and written instructions in the target language

° Analyze and compare cultural practices, products, perspectives of Spain, Mexico and Latin America
° Engage in blended learning with online learning resources to reinforce and advance personal learning

° Engage in blended learning with online learning resources to reinforce and advance personal learning

° Analyze and compare cultural practices, products and perspectives of Chile, Peru, Colombia and Nicaragua

° Explore vocabulary related to classroom learning

° Demonstrate retention of vocabulary through games and activities

° Retain vocabulary and extend language usage through classroom
immersion in the target language

STEAM PS

STEAM PK

STEAM K

STEAM 1

STEAM 2

STEAM 3

STEAM 4

STEAM 5

STEAM 6

STEAM 7

STEAM 8

° Understand the purpose of a library

° Understand how libraries are organized

° Locate books in the library

° Craft digital portfolios, discovering basic web development using web
design platforms

° Traverse from block programming to line programming

° Recognize the purpose of different types of books

° Apply media literacy skills by planning and producing
presentations

° Apply block programming, with emphasis on industrial design, using integrative tools

° Describe the roles of authors and illustrators

° Initiate keyboard skills by using online typing apps and skillbuilders that can be accessed universally

° Develop effective professionalism in communications

° Recognize that there are different types of books

° Create artwork that integrates simple circuitry using circuit
stickers and conductive ink

° Collaborate to create a shared codebase

° Collaborate on software tools with other students to advance work from a shared codebase

° Blend Quest STEAM activities into earning “certified” badges in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts
and Math

° Explore the organization of information

° Learn that books are categorized by attributes

° Build digital literacy skills by using tablets and publishing tools

° Discover word processing skills using relevant applications

° Construct objects using autoCAD and 3D plastic modeling tools

° Collaborate using interactive web tools

° Analyze the current video game market and propose an imagined video
game

° Enhance circuit board skills by creating small programs that build triggers and actions

° Recognize computer and user interactions by exploring mouse skills,
keyboard skills, multi-touch, virtual reality and other user interfaces

° Write digitally, crafting digital and media literacy skills that can
be used in multiple curricula and classes

° Design and build basic robotic machines

° Explore learning through technology

° Develop digital literacy skills through creation of a book using tablets and
simple publishing tools

° Scaffold writing skills with digital tools to show evidence of
media literacy

° Design buildings and structures using early childhood industrial design
tools

° Engage in blended programming to extend personal knowledge of
technology applications.

° Craft digital films or animations using student-friendly movie-making
software

° Collaborate to create video games using block programming tools similar
to Scratch

° Investigate the aeronautical structure of flying machines, using reverse engineering, and create an original version
using STEAM tools

° Follow a self-guided, blended learning tool for building master programming skills

° Explore programs for creating pictures through various online tools

° Compare and analyze writing using online word processing,
commenting and editing tools
° Simulate publishing documents using tools which allow for practice

° Explore technology as a tool for building skills in other subject
areas

° Combine conductive elements and circuitry to explore electrical
engineering

° Develop strong digital citizenship skills through collaboration

° Develop digital citizenship skills by incorporating code from another
student’s work and conferring appropriate credit

° Design a prototype of a vehicle for production
° Demonstrate advanced publishing skills by crafting digital portfolios with modern web tools

° Create basic games using block programming platforms

° Build 3D models using student-friendly autoCAD software

° Create rich-media movies using online movie editing software that
combines multiple elements building on previously mastered Creative
Commons digital citizenship skills

° Simulate app and web development environments by creating wireframe products
° Publish a digital and interactive book that integrates media tools such as augmented reality, 3D modeling,
theatre and art communication

° Craft basic industrial design elements using paper, cardboard and other
pliable materials

° Layer programming skills with logic exercises via software or physical
activities

° Explore creativity using entry-level apps and interactives
° Recognize and practice the logic of programming through physical
problem-solving exercises

° Explore entry-level programming and problem-solving skills using tools
like Code.org or similar programs
° Craft basic design elements using paper, cardboard and other pliable
materials

° Build strong presentation skills by learning multiple media
platforms for classroom speeches and presentations
° Develop keyboard skills

° Analyze digital media to decide how to credit digital sources in
their work

° Publish physical newspapers using desktop publishing software

° Extend programming skills through understanding of advanced
applications

° Engage in Creative Commons licensing of work, providing an opportunity
for others to build off of their design

music
phys. ed.

° Engage in a self-guided, blended learning tool for building master programming skills

° Create in-depth projects focusing on one or more of the modules offered in STEAM: Media/Communications, Aeronautics,
Robotics, Computer Science, Music or Web Development
° Build an online STEAM portfolio, using various web development code, tools and platforms that can be used for high school,
scholarship and summer internships

° Engage in app development opportunities with multiple platforms

° Simulate and test circuit and software interactives on real devices

° Independently advance personal skills and knowledge through blended
programming

° Craft and build capstone projects that highlight many of the skills and tools students have used/developed over the years
° Create presentations and pitch decks tied to consumer-oriented products, with an entrepreneurship focus, that
emphasize long-term goals and in-depth projects
° Choose between multiple STEAM learning modules to explore advanced learning based on personal ability and interest

° Create and share imaginary world for dragon interactions

° Demonstrate efficient keyboard usage

LANGUAGE ARTS PS

LANGUAGE ARTS PK

LANGUAGE ARTS K

LANGUAGE ARTS 1

LANGUAGE ARTS 2

LANGUAGE ARTS 3

LANGUAGE ARTS 4

LANGUAGE ARTS 5

LANGUAGE ARTS 6

LANGUAGE ARTS 7

LANGUAGE ARTS 8

° Build awareness of letter-to-sound correspondence

° Recognize letter-to-sound correlations

° Recognize that writing is a system of language with rules

° Use dictionary tools to advance vocabulary

° Use literature as a resource to analyze and learn new vocabulary

° Evaluate literature as a reflection of social and cultural values and assumptions

° Apply phonetic patterns and structural components of spelling

° Learn and apply strategies for presentation of research

° Decode the meaning of text based upon: picture cues, initial letter sounds
and background knowledge

° Demonstrate more conventional use for spelling

° Apply comprehension strategies during independent reading

° Interpret cultural values and aspirations through epic heroes

° Consider alternate perspectives to improve effectiveness of argument

° Construct meaning from text using reading comprehension strategies

° Discuss literature as an insight to different cultures

° Compare and contrast literary genres to identify differences and
specific forms within each genre

° Engage in writing as a tool for exploring and sharing personal values and ideas

° Develop reading comprehension strategies

° Recognize the need for different reading comprehension strategies for
different types of literature

° Examine components of fantasy and create a fantasy piece by applying
aspects from literary exploration

° Analyze characters, setting and plot for greater understanding of author’s intent

° Use illustration clues to interpret books

° Understand text as a system of codes to represent sounds and apply as
decoding strategies

° Recognize historical fiction as an expression of the values and socio-political issues in different cultures and
eras

° Evaluate the modern novel as social critique

° Explore sound and letter patterns in words

° Use a variety of literary formats to learn more about historical
times and people

° Analyze literary elements in fiction

° Explore the rhythm and rhyme of words through shared books and songs

° Recognize the patterns and rules for decoding text and apply to
reading

° Study the work of fiction authors  

° Trace the evolution of poetry from oral tradition

° Analyze poetic expression of abstract concepts through concrete images

° Respond to text in a variety of genres and retell a version of a story

° Recognize that fiction is a catalyst for expressing original ideas

° Identify the use of story structures in literature

° Develop note-taking strategies for recording research

° Use poetry as creative wordplay

° Understand purposes for reading and writing

° Share in analysis and appreciation of literary works

° Refine use of formal writing conventions

° Explore use and meaning of phrases and clauses in sentence structure

° Create subtle transitions between topics and ideas

° Recognize there is a sequence in both reading and telling stories

° Gain awareness of literary techniques

° Extend understanding of story elements

° Explore nonfiction as a resource for research

° Use conventions in writing sentences

° Integrate paragraphing in written expression

° Analyze and coordinate topic sentences and effective transitions between topics

° Use figurative language as a means for conveying abstract and complex ideas

° Develop persuasive writing and speaking

° Begin to recognize the flow of text from left to right

° Use illustrations to interpret stories by predicting events, mood
and details

° Build connections between the purpose and structure of writing

° Apply understanding of story elements to personal stories

° Learn and begin to apply paragraphing to organize writing

° Recognize literature as a means of understanding differences,
developing empathy and managing social situations

° Use phrases and clauses in sentence structure within written work

° Compare fiction and nonfiction texts

° Develop vocabulary through in-depth analysis of word definitions, literal
and figurative meanings, pronunciations, parts of speech and etymologies

° Understand the role of words, phrases and clauses in sentence structure and meaning as a tool for editing

° Create pictures and/or markings to retell personal stories

° Compare common themes of tales from different cultures and
create an original tale with the same theme

° Integrate inference and author’s intent in reading comprehension

° Use descriptive detail in effective writing

° Reflect on and begin to edit for writing conventions in work

° Vary sentence structure and word choice

° Read, analyze and enact Shakespeare as a literary form

° Approach writing as a process

° Understand the correlation between the writer’s purpose and the
structures used in the text.

° Prepare and critique oral presentations

° Analyze fiction as a means of exploring and sharing beliefs and ideas

° Develop vocabulary to express emotions

° Explore words as parts of speech and word usage in sentence
construction

° Demonstrate understanding and use of a sentence as a complete thought

° Demonstrate handwriting skills

° Identify characters and setting of a story

° Recognize conventions of written communication

° Apply conventions of written communication independently

° Develop the ability to orally respond to literature and listen to the
responses of others

° Integrate understanding of parts of speech in sentence construction

° Explore various poetic forms: haiku, free-verse, acrostic, limerick, couplet
and quatrain

° Use writing to communicate ideas

° Construct paragraphs based upon conventions in written work

° Expand use of expressive language in writing

° Extend the use of conventions and the process of writing research reports

° Explore composition and writing of personal narratives and essays

° Analyze and extend use of complex sentence structure

° Learn and integrate standard conventions in writing a research
paper

° Apply appropriate structures based upon the purpose of the
written work

° Analyze sentence structure and grammar

° Examine rhythm, structure and patterns in poetic forms

° Analyze literary themes

° Engage in technology and the arts as tools for literary interpretation and analysis
° Evaluate storytelling as a tool for relating cultural values and use conventions to create an epic or myth

° Integrate the use of note taking during class discussions and lectures

MATH PS

MATH PK

MATH K

MATH 1

MATH 2

MATH 3

MATH 4

MATH 5

° Identify ordinal numbers

° Use numbers to represent quantities and sequences

° Identify and order whole numbers

° Master place value of whole numbers up to 1,000

° Understand relationships between sets of integers, decimals and fractions

° Read, write and identify whole numbers through millions

° Use appropriate numeration

° Use comparison, conversion and computation in problem solving

° Recognize information is organized for meaning

° Identify patterns of numbers to 101

° Understand addition and subtraction

° Understand fractions as they relate to the division of wholes and groups

° Identify polygons and three-dimensional shapes

° Relate decimals to money and the ability to make change

° Master multiple-step computations involving decimals, fractions and
integers

° Visualize patterns in functions

° Use symbols to express equality and inequality

° Learn strategies for solving multi-digit addition and subtraction, and
single-digit multiplication and division problems

° Use rounding and estimation to solve addition and multiplication problems

° Recognize patterns
° Develop number sense and numeration

° Use graphs to show and compare data

° Read and solve simple number stories

° Understand how data is collected and organized

° Evaluate functions and solve basic algebraic expressions

° Recognize patterns and functions in solving problems with variables

° Explore geometry and spatial sense

° Represent equivalent sets

° Explore methods of measurement

° Recognize and classify two and three-dimensional shapes and their parts

° Explore time awareness

° Recognize mathematical models in number stories

° Recognize coins and coin values

° Compare metric and U.S. customary measurements

° Use points, lines and angles to identify, classify and construct two and
three-dimensional shapes

° Identify and construct two and three-dimensional shapes using a compass,
straight edge and protractor

° Identify the use of numbers and measurement in daily life

° Categorize shapes, sizes, lines and angles by attributes

° Recognize portions of time to the half-hour

° Tell time in five-minute increments and on an analog clock

° Develop logical reasoning and prediction skills

° Explore coin identification

° Apply a function rule to a set of numbers

° Identify patterns in counting

° Compare size, quantity and weight

° Identify fractional parts of a whole

° Determine the unknown number in a simple equation

° Explore standardized units of measurement

° Employ strategies for solving single and two-digit addition and subtraction
problems

° Demonstrate accuracy in addition and subtraction of fractions, ordering
equivalence and the relationship between fractions and decimals
° Use data to predict and graph future outcomes

° Apply appropriate units of measure in everyday life

° Understand relationships between shapes using construction and
measurement

° Use data to explore probability and chance

° Construct and measure angles of two and three-dimensional geometric
shapes

° Evaluate, translate and solve number sentences using order of operations

° Accurately record measurements by using standard and metric units

° Use U.S. customary and metric units to calculate length, volume, weight
and area

° Use symbols to represent unknown numbers

° Develop strategies for open-ended, scenario-based problem solving

° Collect, record and organize data

° Develop and implement a variety of methods for addition and subtraction

° Use parentheses to direct the order of operations

° Master automaticity of multiplication and division facts

° Recognize patterns in a set of data

° Master automaticity of addition and subtraction facts

° Extend understanding of fractions to include use in problem solving

° Determine the unknown number in a simple equation
° Employ strategies for solving multi-step equations

science

° Engage in blended learning with online learning resources to reinforce and advance personal learning

° Explore blended learning with online learning resources

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE SCHOOL
The Middle School math program meets the academic
needs of students, whatever their abilities. Typically, in
sixth grade, the skills taught in prior grades are solidified,
and students are exposed to many algebra and geometry
concepts before they embark on a formal study. Problemsolving skills and the appropriate use of technology are
also emphasized. Our primary goal in the Middle School
is a solid foundation in algebra 1. Many students study
algebra during seventh and eighth grade while students
who demonstrate a strong aptitude for math study algebra
in 7th grade and geometry in 8th grade. As some of our
students are exceptionally gifted in math, we teach them
algebra 2, pre-calculus, or calculus in small groups.

MATH - PRE-ALGEBRA

MATH - ALGEBRA I

MATH - ALGEBRA II

MATH - GEOMETRY

° Recognize computation as the foundation of higher-level math

° Recognize Algebra II as the extension of Algebra I to third dimension

° Appreciate mathematical analysis is dependent upon reason and proof

° Employ various means of representing equivalent numbers

° Recognize the value of and apply pre-algebra skills in solving more
complicated problems

° Solve problems using ratios, proportions and order of operations

° Recognize that simplifying expressions does not change meaning

° Simplify and solve functions

° Recognize proofs use a logical combination of known theorems and
postulates to derive new theorems and solve problems

° Facilitate computation through use of number theory

° Recognize and apply procedures for solving multi-step equations,
systems of equations and inequalities, and rational functions

° Learn matrix notation as a representation of systems

° Apply math to real-life situations

° Use knowledge of form and pattern as foundations for simplification
and problem-solving

° Use variables as representations of unknown quantities
° Explore the interrelationship between algebra and geometry
° Analyze geometric relationships, properties and algebraic formulas

° Graph equations as a method of solving problems and visualizing
trends
° Apply algebraic representation to find solutions to word problems

° Use conic sections as visual representations of quadratic relationships
° Understand algebraic, geometric, infinite and recursive sequences and series
° Analyze probability and statistics
° Explore and incorporate appropriate use of technology to facilitate
problem-solving and comprehension

° Apply formulas as tools for finding unknowns
° Appreciate the interrelationship of geometric, arithmetic, and algebraic
concepts
° Develop and apply appropriate use of technology to facilitate
problem solving and comprehension

MUSIC PS

MUSIC PK

MUSIC K

MUSIC 1

MUSIC 2

MUSIC 3

MUSIC 4

MUSIC 5

MUSIC 6

MUSIC 7

MUSIC 8

° Recognize patterns in music

° Explore pitch, tempo and beat

° Recognize patterns in melodic phrases

° Explore the structure of the musical alphabet

° Understand the use of songs to reinforce cultural values

° Recognize the influence of culture and traditions on music

° Understand music as a reflection of historical events and culture

° Understand the patterns of pitch and rhythm as the basis of composition

° Analyze musical form

° Compare and contrast musical eras and the history of the same era

° Use songs to reinforce recognition of concepts

° Develop listening skills

° Develop knowledge of musical terminology

° Apply the structure of the musical alphabet to the piano

° Recognize the organization of written music

° Play the ukulele

° Explore cultural and historical influences on music and
instruments

° Play the guitar

° Analyze Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque music

° Compare and contrast dramatic performance of music

° Use music to evoke emotions

° Share music through performance

° Recognize orchestral instruments

° Explore instrument families

° Classify instruments into families

° Identify instruments by the sounds they produce

° Play the soprano recorder

° Understand ensemble performance, instrumental technique and music
etiquette

° Understand the cultural influence of guitar

° Play the piano/keyboard

° Evaluate the essence of music

° Use music to enhance coordination

° Understand the role of cooperation in music

° Explore aspects of the singing voice

° Learn solfège syllables to promote sight singing

° Perform on Orff instruments

° Identify instruments and seating of the orchestra

° Explore the music of American cities

° Examine American contributions to world music, including musical theatre

° Recognize the influence of famous composers on modern music

° Perform in musical theatre

° Use songs to reinforce concepts across core curricula

° Understand the use of songs to reflect cultural and community
values

° Explore the life and works of prominent composers and the
characteristics of music in the Baroque period

° Explore the life and works of prominent composers and the characteristics
of music of the Classical period

° Extend knowledge of life and works of prominent composers and
characteristics of music of the Classical period)

° Blend voice while singing melody and harmony

° Understand music as a language

° Create movement to enrich music

° Compose music for the piano/keyboard

° Collaborate, create staging, and choreography for musical theatre performances

° Explore sound through a variety of common objects and body percussion

° Compare and contrast American and European music styles

° Recognize the impact of technology in musical creation

° Explore and appreciate opera

° Recognize common characteristics of music composition

° Recognize structure of the vocal apparatus as an instrument

° Recognize the impact of music in media

° Blend voice while singing advanced melodies and harmonies

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PK

PHYSICAL EDUCATION K

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 4

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 5

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 6

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 7

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 8

° Explore fine and gross motor skills

° Explore coordination of movement

° Develop coordination through calisthenics

° Develop physical endurance

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals   

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals

° Assess personal fitness and set achievable goals

° Participate in a group

° Develop flexibility

° Explore the purpose and function of major body parts in supporting
movement

° Develop fitness through games

° Develop strength

° Engage in more complex games with defense and offense

° Engage in sports with complex rules

° Review personal fitness plan for individual development of strengths and endurance

° Review personal fitness plan for individual development of strengths and endurance

° Review personal fitness plan for individual development of strengths and endurance

° Understand the roles of instruction and rules in an activity

° Develop throwing, catching and kicking skills

° Demonstrate creativity through movement

° Grow strength, flexibility and endurance through exercise

° Participate in kicking and throwing games

° React to injuries and illness with compassion

° Create personal strength plan based on knowledge of major muscles

° Apply official rules in playing common sports

° Utilize fitness as a method for improving brain activity, reducing stress and preventing health issues

° Develop awareness of body movement in space to maintain safety

° Listen and follow directions

° Practice basic strength, flexibility and endurance activities

° Develop accuracy in throwing, catching and kicking

° Recognize the importance of all team members following the rules

° Practice activities and games that require the integration of multiple
coordination skills

° Review personal fitness plan for individual development of strengths and
endurance

° Understand the importance of ethical behavior and teamwork

° Recognize the importance of fitness and strength in all activities

° Develop leadership in managing peer teams

° Understand the responsibility of team leadership in sporting activities

° Recognize the importance of maintaining a personal commitment to fitness and wellness as a life choice

° Explore cooperation and teamwork

° Refine throwing, catching and kicking skills

° Develop throwing, catching and kicking skills as part of a game

° Respect teammates and competitors

° Understand the importance of sportsmanship and teamwork

° Recognize competition as motivation for personal improvement

° Understand individual responsibility in team success

° Explore social dancing with partners as exercise and art

° Integrate more sophisticated techniques while social dancing with partners

° Practice advanced social dancing techniques with partners to establish grace in movements

° Develop cooperation and teamwork through games

° Understand roles on a team

° Analyze individual strengths and roles in building a strong team

° Exhibit knowledge of official rules for competitive sports

° Recognize competitive games as scenarios for developing leadership and teamwork

° Accept opportunities to manage peer games

° Augment communication and leadership through team-building activities

° Explore the value of yoga in personal fitness  

° Recognize yoga improves strength and flexibility

° Use advanced yoga techniques to improve strength and flexibility

° Incorporate elements of good nutrition to improve personal diet

° Recognize the importance of proper rest, exercise and nutrition in physical fitness

° Recognize competition as an opportunity to strive for personal success

° Develop sportsmanship -- manage winning and losing with good character

° Respect others, equipment and facilities

SCIENCE PS

SCIENCE PK

SCIENCE K

SCIENCE 1

SCIENCE 2

SCIENCE 3

SCIENCE 4

SCIENCE 5

° Use scientific tools for observation

° Use all five senses as tools for scientific research

° Understand the interdependence of animals and ecosystems

° Recognize the impact of technology in sea exploration

° Classify vertebrates

° Explore geological phenomena

° Analyze and apply classification as a scientific system of identification

° Form and test predictions to draw conclusions

° Question, predict and infer to explore life patterns and cycles

° Engage in the Socratic method of exploring scientific concepts

° Explore and build weather instruments

° Understand value of insects in ecosystems

° Analyze physical clues as evidence of a changing Earth

° Recognize the organized complexity of nature

° Identify various forms of energy and recognize human reliance on
conventional and alternative forms of energy and its production

° Recognize plants and animals as living things

° Recognize the needs of living things

° Understand the care needed to maintain the human body

° Understand the significance of diet in maintaining health

° Identify senses as a gateway between the natural world and the brain

° Analyze weather as the interaction of many variables

° Analyze cell structures

° Classify animals by attributes

° Recognize scientific patterns and cycles

° Learn the systems in the human body

° Explore the effect of gravity on astronomical objects

° Explore states of matter

° Investigate light and sound as vibrational energy

° Develop weather awareness

° Use classification as a method of organizing nature by common attributes

° Identify the physical properties of matter

° Recognize the advantage of simple machines and create unique
machines

° Explore atoms and their components as a classification system for
elements

° Create models that demonstrate an understanding of cells

° Recognize cycles of living things

° Explore the rotation of the Earth and the moon as it relates to seasons,
moon phases and constellations

° Use the Socratic method to approach scientific exploration

° Analyze systems of measuring physical properties of matter

° Explore geological elements

° Investigate magnetism

° Explore geology

° Explore the southern consolations and discuss the rotation of the earth

° Learn the Northern consolations and the greek myths associated
with the characters

° Learn about many aspects of ocean exploration and whale
tracking

° Investigate electricity

° Explore the earth’s movement through plate tectonics

° Recognize the importance of adaptation in the survival of organisms
° Investigate and report on the importance of the elements listed in the
periodic table

° Explore the advancement of civilization based on predictable
universal laws of nature
° Recognize the universality of scientific laws and principles
° Understand electrical currents and their applications
° Explore physics concepts through hands on experimentation

° Understand the role of DNA in passing down genetic information

° Analyze the efficiency of simple machines

° Integrate Pearson texts and lab manual as a resource for information and
to record scientific explorations

° Explore navigational tools in nature
° Use a lab approach to record scientific explorations
° Apply and record learned concepts from texts

SCIENCE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Science is not so much about what to think as how to
think. The popular theories of today may be supplanted
by far better ones tomorrow; therefore, maintaining an
open mind is essential, while new discoveries and theories
should be met with careful analysis. Woven into the
curriculum are metacognition, note-taking, and protocols
for new technology, all of which aid the learning process.
Two methods we employ are inquiry-based learning and
event-based units of study. Four over-arching themes are
incorporated when relevant across the three years: the
scientific method, classification, chemistry, and physics.

SCIENCE 6 BIOLOGY

SCIENCE 7- EARTH SCIENCE

SCIENCE 8- INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL SCIENCE

° Use classification as a tool to study the diversity of flora and fauna

° Study Geology through lab analysis and classification of rocks, minerals, soil types, and rock cycles

° Classify elements and compounds, culminating in the sludge test

° Recognize Latin as a basis for binomial nomenclature

° Analyze land use issues: progress vs. preservation

° Explore trends, patterns and applications of the periodic table

° Recognize the impact of scientists on the quality of human life

° Study and evaluate energy sources, forms, uses and sustainability

° Explore both qualitative analysis and quantitative chemical analysis (stoichiometry)

° Hone lab skills -- observation and data collection, note taking, communication and microscopy

° Explore meteorology, learning symbols, variables and resources

° Recognize math as a language of science

° Examine cellular biology, microbiology, and the impact of antibiotics

° Advance lab skills of inquiry, prediction, interpretation of graphs and research

° Demonstrate lab skills, protocols, analysis, synthesis and application of concepts

° Investigate human anatomy and physiology, heredity and genetics

° Examine geography through cartography and implications on travel

° Investigate and report on the importance of the elements in the periodic table

° Analyze global warming: hype or observation

° Develop metacognition through inductive and deductive reasoning and lateral thought
processes

° Explore controversies in science -- morality vs. technology, conflicting theories

° Analyze lab results through discrepant event labs

° Recognize the role of humanity in the equilibrium of ecosystems

° Demonstrate personal knowledge of scientific theory through investigation and
presentation for review at Science Fair
° Recognize math as a language of science

social studies

° Understand and apply Euclidian geometry

° Use graphing as a way of visualizing trends

° Experience the expectations of a lab-intensive science program for success in high
school
° Demonstrate personal knowledge of scientific theory through investigation
and presentation for review at Science Fair

SOCIAL STUDIES PS

SOCIAL STUDIES PK

SOCIAL STUDIES K

SOCIAL STUDIES 1

SOCIAL STUDIES 2

SOCIAL STUDIES 3

SOCIAL STUDIES 4

SOCIAL STUDIES 5

SOCIAL STUDIES 6

SOCIAL STUDIES 7

SOCIAL STUDIES 8

° Explore ways of adapting to new environments

° Understand character traits valued in a community

° Identify oceans and the continents of the world

° “Experience” the discoveries and exploration of the American
West through simulation activities

° Understand the necessities for the development and survival of early river valley civilizations

° Demonstrate knowledge of the contexts of the U.S. Constitution

° Analyze the economic and political causes of emigration from Europe in the late 19th and early 20th centuries

° Analyze the spread of ideas and social structure through the growth of empires

° Analyze and understand the U.S. Constitution as a plan of government

° Learn how to be part of a community

° Explore communities in nature

° Recognize geographical and political boundaries in the United States

° Discuss and debate applications of the U.S. Constitution

° Explore the needs of a community

° Use map tools to identify location, the size of states and territories

° Recognize the social and economic impact of European exploration

° Recognize the intercultural cooperation and conflict involved in the
settlement and cultivation of the American West

° Examine the organization of societies

° Explore common elements in cultural traditions

° “Experience” daily life in Colonial America through simulation
activities

° Understand the transformation of urban and rural landscapes of the United States as a result of early 20th century immigration

° Explore seasonal traditions

° Understand that communities are established on the common
beliefs and attitudes of the people

° Explore the political, social and economic motives for European
exploration

° Recognize that exploration and colonization in America was a response to
a desire for change

° Understand the challenges of reconciliation and the transformation of the institutions of segregation during Reconstruction

° Use observation and inquiry to further develop an understanding
of communities

° Explore the impact of geography, climate, population and natural
resources on daily life

° Map physical and political systems

° Discuss relationships in various social groups

° Explore holiday celebrations unique to the United States and around the
world

° Analyze the interrelationship between military, economic and ideological motivations for U.S. involvement in the world arena

° Discuss the role of an individual while functioning in a group

° Identify people and jobs in a community

° Learn how to work within a community

° Learn to respect all life and the environment

° Compare and contrast civilizations of Central and South America

° Examine economic and cultural motives for exploration

° Determine the role of the media in shaping public opinion and the use of totalitarianism to exploit insecurities

° Understand how various cultures influence communities

° Explore religious beliefs and their impact on a culture of people

° Learn about the evolution of communities over time

° Examine the role of government in regulating economic growth and maintaining stability

° Compare daily life in different cultures and communities

° Explore the relationship between a country’s geography and its culture

° Analyze a variety of primary source documents and artifacts to develop understanding of political and social
change

° Explore the catalyst for new inventions and the exchange of ideas

° Examine the cultural diversity within communities around the world

° Understand political and military strategies employed during the American
Revolution

° Appreciate the struggles and accomplishments of the Civil Rights Movement

° Explore the continents and compare different geological climates

° Explore the social, religious and economic organization of
civilization in Africa

° Use maps to relate specific information

° Explore other cultures through stories and songs

° Internalize the causes of the American Revolution

° Analyze the impact of integration of ethnic/cultural values on American social constructs

° Distinguish the role of geography in the flow of goods and ideas

° Appreciate the tenuous and shifting balance between individual rights and national security

°	Research a historical topic and present conclusions in preparation for History Fair competitions

° Determine the impact of classical ideas on modern European societies

° Distinguish the economic, social and demographic aspects of geographical regions

° Integrate primary sources to uncover a variety of historical perspectives of an event)

° Examine historical events through DBQ essays that reflect the analysis of collected primary sources

° Demonstrate personal knowledge of a societal change or development for review at History Fair

° Demonstrate personal knowledge of a societal change or development for review at History Fair

° Recognize the value of exploration and conservation of ocean life

° Recognize propaganda is a tool to change perceptions

° Appreciate the challenges of maintaining African cultures through the
conflict and upheaval of their people

° Debate the value of independence and the need to revolt against
the King of Great Britain

° Understand the socioeconomic, moral, and political impact of the
American Civil War
° Identify the causes of and recognize the factors that influenced the
outcome of the Civil War

Enduring
				Understandings
Enduring Understandings

art
Art

drama
Drama

EXPRESSION

INTERPRETATION

CREATIVE PRODUCTION

° Personal, cultural, and environmental factors affect visual expression

° Appreciation and exposure to the arts helps us gain insight into many cultures

° Artistic production is often influenced by personal experiences, knowledge of materials,

and communication.
° Artists use different media and styles to express what they see, feel, and think.
° Art is a vehicle that addresses various aesthetic, moral, and political challenges.
° Art is an aesthetic channeling of an emotional response to an event, cultural
or environmental influence.
° Ideas, emotions, events, and occurrences are communicated through the arts as
visual expression.
° Art is expressed in many different incarnations, such as material culture, ideas, and actions.

and the human experience.
° While aesthetic interpretations may vary from culture to culture, region to region, and genre to
genre, many artists have explored the same human experiences and ideas.
° Personal, cultural, and environmental exposure affects our interpretation of visual expression
and communication.
° Studying art history promotes our understanding of the development of events within cultures.
° Knowledge of elements and principles of art promotes understanding in art criticism.
° Exposure to various materials and techniques promotes understanding in art criticism.
° The evolution of technologies and cultures can stimulate new movements and styles of art.
° Art reflects and informs the culture that creates it, and it promotes aesthetic interpretations.

COMMUNICATION

CREATIVE PROCESS

PERSONAL GROWTH

° Drama can be a medium for sharing knowledge and tradition, for illuminating history, influencing events,

° In dramatic performance the process is as important and profound as the result.

° Effective communication is a life skill; we learn to convey meaning through intonation, physical 			

and entertainment, ultimately synthesizing information for an intended audience.
° Drama is a constructive form of expressing ideas, interpreting the ideas of others, and synthesizing
those constructs for playwrights, actors, and audiences.
° Drama is concerned with understanding the human experience and creating a physical form through
which to represent inner meaning.
° Just as audiences interpret dramatic performances through the lenses of their own culture, expectations, 			
and experiences, dramatic form and performances define and reflect a people's culture.

° Actors provide insight into the human experience, seeking out intended meaning and interpreting

that meaning for a specific audience.
° Effective drama combines classical techniques with innovative approaches.
° In theatre, perception is reality. Drama involves the suspension of disbelief and relies on intellectual
and emotional participation.
° Drama is a form of imaginative play, expressing creative ideas physically by means of words,
body, and/or voice.
° To create a more complete environment, effective dramatic performance may be enhanced
by the technical aspects of theatre: props, sets, lights, music, and sound.

and established principles.
° Successful creativity is often rooted in experimental ideas and risk-taking.
° Design combines expression with specific needs of form, function, and/or communication.

expression, syntax, and word choice.
° Listening and responding appropriately to others is inherent in the collaborative structure of drama.
° Drama engages multiple intelligences and all aspects of the self, both emotionally and intellectually, 			

allowing participants to make physical connections to cognitive tasks and abstract concepts.
° In the dramatic arts participants can continually challenge themselves from their own level of

comfort, building courage, self-esteem, and confidence.
° Performance that requires the adoption of a persona or perspective enables actors to explore,

appreciate, analyze, and assimilate different experiences, perspectives, and cultures.
° Portraying the dreams and desires of others promotes communication across space and time,

aiding understanding of what is universal about the human experience.

° The intertwining histories of two or more cultures generate commonalities in their

respective languages and cultures.
° Studying other cultures offers insights into our own.
° Analyzing a culture's aesthetic and moral values facilitates communication and a

understanding of its people.

COMMUNICATION
° Different meanings are conveyed through combinations of word choice,

syntax, intonation, and physical expression.

STEAM
STEAM

STEAM is taught in many different settings and integrated as
part of the curricula of most subjects at Quest. There are also
specific STEAM classes where students have the opportunity
to delve deeply into an area of passion or explore in a wider
spectrum of technology concepts and applications that lead to
personal innovations.

language
arts
Language Arts

At Quest, writing is taught as a process with multiple stages,
including revision, proofreading, and editing. At every grade
level, students are encouraged to look at their own writing
critically, considering the purpose, the audience, and all the
elements of style, grammar, and mechanics when revising in any
genre. In order to facilitate all students’ development as writers,
vocabulary and grammar instruction at Quest is differentiated
according to ability and learning style.

math

Mathematics

linguistic trends.
° The ability to communicate with people in a given population is key to exploring its culture.
° Language acquisition is facilitated by applying repeated grammatical patterns, observations, and immersions
within spoken language.
° Reaching proficiency in a target language requires consistent practice in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
° Spoken language is not a pure reflection of written language.
° Translation does not involve a one to one correspondence of words from the target language to English but
rather the idiomatic understanding and conversion of "chunks" of meaning.

° Orthographic symbols, such as accents, alter a word's pronunciation and are often clues to its

origin or evolution.

PERSONAL GROWTH
° Self-discipline is exercised through the rigors of learning grammar rules and memorizing vocabulary.
° An acquisition of the cultural background and Spanish language opens doors in the academic, political, and

professional worlds.
° Communication in a second language gives a sense of accomplishment and enriches our lives.
° Studying a target language contributes significantly to our understanding of the structure of our native language.

INQUIRY

IDEAS

INNOVATION

°	The Internet offers everyone the power to change the world.

° Personal passions often inform the best designs, and create the best solutions.

° The principles of science can inform our work as designers and artists.

° Digital information requires investigation to establish authenticity.

° Engineering is a form of art.

° Innovation becomes more valuable through presentation and marketing.

° Use of information comes with the responsibility of acknowledging the source.

° Simple solutions often have the largest impact.

° The value of data collection is in its interpretation and application towards innovation.

° Effective synthesis of information can lead to new or higher-levels of knowledge.

° Math and logic inform design and artistic work.

° The process of creation can improve self-worth and self-esteem.

° Computer applications are ideas crafted with skill.

° Everyone is a potential designer.

° The invention of a new idea is often rooted in many failures.

° Building, creating, and making are the processes to improving the lives of those around us.

° Originality takes hard work.

° Communicating a complex idea deserves our time and effort.

° Machines and technology need math, science, and logic to function.

READING
COMPREHENSION
° Reading is an active process of constructing meaning based on a combination of prior experiences,

background knowledge, understanding written language, and the intention of the author.
° Good readers employ a variety of reading strategies that vary with the task and the genre.
° The more we read, the better readers we become, and the more our imagination is engaged and enhanced.
° The effectiveness of reading depends on the reader's mental, emotional, and physical commitment.
° Responding to reading through discussion and writing enhances the reading experience.
° Analysis of literary elements leads to a deeper understanding and appreciation of what we read.
° Literature contains universal themes.
° Overall comprehension of written communication encompasses literal, interpretive, and critical
comprehension skills.
° Reading a variety of sources solidifies our understanding of a topic.
° New responses can occur each time we revisit a text.
° Different genres of literature have different purposes and require different comprehension strategies.
° The length or reading level of a book does not necessarily correspond with its complexity or value.
° A good book offers many levels of communication, providing multiple understandings to different
readers at various times in their lives.
° Reading completes the process of written communication.
° Every author and reader has a bias, both of which can be discovered through analysis.
° We engage in the process of reading as a dialogue or social activity.

° Ideas are crafted and advanced a collaborative environment.

BENEFIT
° Reading is a tool for understanding all subject areas.
° We read to understand ourselves and other people.
° Reading strengthens and expands our vocabulary and language skills.
° Reading fuels our imaginations, can evoke feelings and help us deal with a wide range of emotions.
° Reading is a lifelong pursuit that helps us understand the ever-changing world in which we live.
° Reading enables us to explore new concepts and see previously known concepts in novel ways.
° Reading carefully selected resources provides credible evidence to support our claims.
° Reading can be a form of recreation.
° Narratives are ancient and essential parts of all human cultures. Reading is one way to fulfill the

basic human need for stories.
° Reading empowers us to make individual changes and choices.
° The shared experience of reading can build bonds and common knowledge to create a cultural base.
° Close reading can provide models for writing conventions and writer's craft.
° A love of reading can evolve over a lifetime.
° Reading for recreation allows us to escape our reality, can amuse and stimulate us.

° With the right tools, the individual has the power to change the world.

WRITING
STRUCTURE
° Writing relies on conventions.
° Writing entails different formats and elements (such as character development and setting for fiction)

depending on audience and purpose.
° The effectiveness of written language depends on organization.
° Details make writing more convincing.

PROCESS
° Reading and listening are important in the development of writing skills.
° Writing is a process with a series of essential stages, such as brainstorming, organizing, drafting,

and publishing.
° Revision allows a writer to improve the way she communicates her ideas.
° Writing is a tool for learning.
° We write better when we are comfortable (when we have the necessary tools and accommodations)

and when we understand the topic.
° We grow as writers over time.

COMMUNICATION
° The written word is powerful (and therefore empowering).
° Writing increases the spatial and temporal reach of language.
° The reader's response contributes to the effectiveness of written communication.
° Writing cultivates bonds between people.

CONCEPTS

PROBLEM SOLVING

COMMUNICATION

° Learning mathematics is a process of actively building new knowledge from experience and prior knowledge.

° We must apply and adapt a variety of strategies to solve problems.

° Using mathematical language allows us to be more precise in the communication of mathematical ideas.

° Memorization of facts or procedures is not a substitute for understanding underlying concepts; likewise, 			

° The process of solving problems from the simple to the complex solidifies and extends skills.

° Mathematical symbols are a universal language.

understanding underlying concepts is not a substitute for the memorization of facts.
° A calculator enables mathematicians to focus on understanding number concepts and modeling 			
procedures used in solving problems rather than on computation alone.
° Some problems are easy to solve, and some concepts are easy to master, but others require patience and 			
perseverance. Often such perseverance will yield great rewards.

° Persistence, curiosity, as well as, risk-taking develop confidence and understanding in deciphering

° Communicating mathematical thinking clarifies and deepens knowledge.

and interpreting problems.
° Skills developed through mathematical problem solving help clarify, answer, and explain problems
people encounter in the real world.
° Reflecting on the problem-solving process helps to prepare us to better attack new problems in the future.
° In computation there is only one correct answer, but there are many ways to approach the problem.

° Mathematical language facilitates problem solving and computation.

NUMBER SENSE

Curriculum Guide

° Language is subject to a constant evolution dictated by geographical, cultural, and

A comprehensive and concise guide to
the concepts “uncovered” in a curriculum
designed for gifted students in preschool
through eighth grade.

Spanish

° The cultures of different countries, regions, and neighborhoods may dramatically influence language.

° Interpretation of historical and current events is prejudiced by cultural perspective.

curriculum
guide

spanish

CULTURE

° Mental math and estimation empowers people to be educated consumers.
° All mathematical calculations are rooted in the four operations.
° Computation is an essential foundation of mathematical growth.
° Utilizing patterns facilitates easier computation.
° Having number sense means knowing when to use the right tools.

music
Music

COMMUNICATION

CULTURE

PERSONAL GROWTH

° Music is an evolving form of communication between people and cultures.

° Music shapes and reflects the society or culture in which it was created.

° Music expresses and inspires a wide range of emotions.

° Music is a universal language.

° Music is present and purposeful in every culture.

° Music expresses and inspires creativity.

° Music expresses and inspires a wide range of emotions.

° Music has political, historical, and cultural themes.

° Music expresses and inspires creativity.

° Music can promote an appreciation of other cultures.

STRUCTURE

° Music can unite or divide cultures.

° Music is organized sound.

PERFORMANCE

° Music is based on patterns and mathematical relationships.

° Performing music is an "in the moment" way to express and/or interpret an idea, personal

° Music often mimics, interprets, and/or extends the sounds found in nature.
° Music stimulates both hemispheres of the brain and, therefore, can cause people

to respond both intellectually and emotionally.

physical
education
Physical Education

viewpoint, and/or composition.
° Performing music can make people feel good about themselves by promoting confidence,

risk-taking, self-esteem, and self-discipline.

FITNESS

WELLNESS

° To succeed in life, as well as in athletics, we must be able to communicate and work well with others.

° A fit person functions better both mentally and physically.

° Personal wellness is based on appropriate life choices.

° Teamwork is more important than the outcome of the game.

° Fitness is a lifestyle.

° We are responsible for our own wellness and health.

° We must challenge ourselves.

° Fitness improves brain activity, reduces stress, and helps prevent obesity.

° Proper nutrition is an integral part of enjoying good health.

° Losing a game does not define self worth or make the effort invalid.

° Total fitness involves strength, flexibility, aerobic conditioning, and endurance.

° A good balance between proper rest and appropriate physical activity is necessary for optimum health.

° Competition can help us perform at our best.

° We can improve in all areas of fitness with hard work.

° Inappropriate use of drugs and/or alcohol limits the potential of our bodies and minds.

° Good competition requires ethical behavior.

° All people have different genetic make-ups and will progress at different rates.

° Wellness involves physical, mental, emotional, and moral components.

° Game rules make the game possible by leveling the playing field.

° Our chances of staying safe increase when we make smart decisions.

° All players must understand the game's objective and follow the rules.

COMPETITION

° Players must have appropriate knowledge of the use of game equipment.

° An initial fitness assessment is the basis for an appropriate plan for improvement.
° Methods to improve fitness are limitless.

° Competition requires ethics as well as personal effort.

science
Science

social
studies
Social Studies

° Both winning and losing present learning opportunities.

METHOD
° Science is not just a body of knowledge; it is a way of thinking and problem-solving that we can

DISCOVERY

CHANGE

use in academic and real-life applications.
° The principles of science explain the phenomena of the world.
° By observing patterns and cycles, people learn to make more accurate predictions.
° There are many ways to approach a problem, and frequently there is more than one solution.
° Classification is a thought process used to provide order.
° Clear scientific understandings are aided by charts, graphs, formulas, discussions,
and written documentations.

° Discovery is an ongoing process.

° To maintain biodiversity, an ecosystem must be at equilibrium.

° The use of technology enhances our ability to explore and discover.

° Any stimulus will cause a ripple effect in an environment.

° Ethical issues arise as science and technology advance.

° Because many things are interdependent, organisms that can

° With new technology comes responsibility.
° An open and creative mind can make connections between seemingly unrelated concepts.
° Studying other cultures and disciplines can lead to new scientific discoveries.

CHANGE

ENVIRONMENT/ECONOMICS

° When the fundamental needs of a society are not met, conflict and/or change will result.

° Economic systems are formed from the relationships between the physical environment (including,

° Changes in society are catalysts for new opportunities in exploration and invention; likewise,

climate, geography, and natural resources), the lifestyles and cultural values of a society.
° The supply of resources and the demands of society affects the production, distribution, price, and consumption
of goods and services.
° Cultures identify the goods and services that are necessary for survival and those that
are considered luxuries.
° A division of labor enables societies to meet their economic needs.

exploration and invention stimulate change in society.
° All change has both immediate and long-term roots in the past, as well as branches into the future.
° Individuals can influence societies and even bring about change by reacting to the existing structure

in accordance with their beliefs and ideals.
° The survival of the individual members of a society depends on their ability to adapt to social
and economic changes.

CULTURE

GOVERNANCE

° Economic stability helps cultural institutions develop, while economic crises

° Individual rights and responsibilities vary depending on the type of governance and social and economic

can spur important cultural changes.
° Historical interpretation is influenced by the cultural perspective of the observer.
° Culture is the product of the collective expression of human work and thought.
° Societies are held together by common values and ideals.
° Race, gender, age, and wealth contribute to class distinctions and social stratification.

conditions of a society.
° In order to be effective, systems of governance must meet the needs and values of society.
° Governance is structured in accordance to the economic conditions, social, and cultural values of a society.
° Societies must maintain equilibrium between individual freedoms and the welfare of the community as a whole.

adapt will survive.
° The only constant is change.

° Values, ethical norms, and traditions are communicated through

education, the arts, literature, and religion.
° Each generation challenges, tests, and transforms the values

it inherits.
° The economic, social, and political practices of a society are

all interdependent on its values.
° Differences between cultures often veil similarities.
° Relationships between cultures involve some combination

of conflict and cooperation.
° Analyzing history allows us to learn about ourselves and 		

make informed decisions that shape our future.

SCIENCE FAIR and HISTORY FAIR
Seventh- and eighth-grade students at Quest
participate in Science and History Fairs at the
school, regional, state, and (in the case of
History Fair) national levels in alternate years. For
the sake of simplicity, the information literacy
concepts related to these complex research
projects are included under seventh and eighth
grades respectively.
These experiences offer the following:
° Long-term experiments/research 			
projects to promote confidence in the use
of the Scientific Method/Historical 		
Analysis as powerful tools.
° An outlet for students to meet other 		
young scientists/historians and learn 		
from their discoveries.
° A chance for students to explore their 		
passions.
° A teachable moment to learn 			
spreadsheets, graphing, and the analysis 		
of primary source data.
° Experience in how to write term 			
papers with specific formatting.
° An opportunity for students to take their 		
projects as far as they dream.

how to use 		
			 this guide
How To Use This Guide

Quest Academy’s curriculum is based on the Understanding
by Design model (Wiggins and McTighe), in which the desired
outcomes (Understandings, Skills, and Knowledge) are determined
first, the assessment criteria (evidence of understanding) are
identified next, and the learning activities are designed last and on
the basis of the first two. While this curriculum chart is not meant
to elucidate every detail of the desired learning outcomes, it does
serve as a comprehensive yet concise overview of the concepts
“uncovered” in the Quest curriculum.

The concepts in bold print indicate cross-curricular learning.
Exploring conceptual understandings across a variety of subject
areas enables students to uncover more applications of their
learning and creatively extend conceptual ideas into innovative
thinking.
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Our Mission

Quest Academy provides gifted children with a
challenging curriculum and a nurturing environment.
Our program emphasizes sound character along with
scholarship and creativity in both the academics
and the arts. The Quest community values the
individuality of each child and encourages each to
strive for personal excellence.
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